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ABSTRACT

1 Abstract

This paper implicitly di�erentiates between the qual-

ity of visual representation necessary for speech and

speaker recognition and assesses the performance of vi-

sual lip features with respect to well established audio

features. Blue lip highlighted data is used to show how

variations in lip measurements can inuence speech and

speaker recognition. From these experiments and other

researchers results [1] it is postulated that the �ne detail

of the lips is critical for speaker recognition, but con-

versely, the same amount of detail does not noticeably

improve visual speech recognition. Visual error rates of

26.3% and 70% are achieved for cross-digit speaker and

cross-speaker speech recognition respectively.

2 Introduction

In both speech and speaker recognition the audio signal

can easily be corrupted by noise, causing recognition

degradation. One way to relieve the e�ects of additive

noise is to incorporate visual information from a speak-

ers face, which is often complementary to the acoustic

signal [2, 3, 4].

The visual signal, neglected for many years owing to

insu�cient computing power, has recently been shown

to aid speech recognition [5] and speaker recognition [1]

in both clean and noisy speech. The inuence of the vi-

sual modality has also been emphasised in other studies

[6].

Acoustic features have been well established for many

years and predominantly utilise the properties of the log

power spectrum e.g. mel-frequency cepstral coe�cients

(mfcc) or linear predictive coe�cients. Unlike acoustic

features, e�ective visual features are not so well de�ned,

especially when considering both speech and speaker

recognition. It is still not known which features are

important for speech or speaker recognition or how to

extract them.

For visual speech recognition it is accepted that im-

portant information is contained in the lip contours

[7], but for speaker recognition the feature choice is

much less clear. Inspired by the promising results from

[1, 8] lip features have been investigated for speech and

speaker recognition.

The question posed here relates to the level of person

and speech discriminatory information inherent in lip

based features and whether this information can be ex-

tracted and utilised in an automatic recognition system.

This paper presents novel lip features that attempt to

capture the �ne detail of the exterior lip contour and

compares them to some that provide only a gross rep-

resentation of the lips. The use of chroma-keying also

allows the e�ect of lip variation on speech and speaker

recognition to be observed. The importance of consis-

tent lip segmentation and the bene�ts of visual infor-

mation for cross digit speaker recognition are clearly

demonstrated.

3 Lip Features

In order to achieve their full potential and harness the

robust multimodal nature of human speech, it is clear

that recognition systems need to overcome the di�-

cult task of extracting visual speech features. Previ-

ous speech reading work attempts to broadly classify

visual feature extraction methods, as follows: image

based, pixel based and non-parametric methods all use

pixel level information from an image region containing

the lips either directly or after some processing. These

methods include the use of blob extraction [2], Fourier

transforms and power spectra [9, 5], eigenlips [4], area

sieves [10] and optical ow analysis [11]. Here, most of

the pixel level detail is retained because it is accepted

that the presence of teeth and tongue provides valuable

visual speech discrimination. Many features are globally

captured and it remains for the system to distinguish

between valuable speech and miscellaneous information,

such as lighting variations.

Model based techniques, high level methods and para-

metric features are based on techniques to capture lip

contour information. Deformable templates [12], active

shape models [10, 13], snakes [14] and parametric curves

[1, 15] have all been used in the past to track lip contours

and further more extract typical geometric features such



as areas, widths and heights. Included in these methods

is the work of Benoit [16] who extensively researched

visemes, the visual equivalent of phonemes. However,

the discussion as to what constitutes a good visual fea-

ture still continues. Clearly, it is not the static informa-

tion that is of use in speech recognition, but the tem-

poral changes i.e. dynamic features [17, 18], whereas in

speaker recognition the situation is less clear.

Arti�cial blue lip highlighting has been used in the

past to enhance the contrast of the lips and the face, to

aid lip segmentation [19, 7]. The use of lip highlighting

can only be justi�ed if it is lip features that are being

investigated and not the extraction process itself. Here

we perform speech and speaker recognition experiments

to implicitly show the e�ect of feature variation via the

application of lip highlighting.

The motivation for our use of the lips in speaker recog-

nition is based on the fact that they might well be used

for the task of speech recognition. This implies solutions

will be forth coming to problems such as lip-tracking and

feature extraction. Furthermore it is unclear at this

point what the best facial feature might be. In other

words it is important to assess just how good lip-features

are for person recognition. Previous work [8, 1] suggests

that the lips possess approximately the same level of

discrimination as the acoustic signal. For example in

the case of identical twins Chibelushi [1] reports equal

recognition rates from both audio and visual sources.

However, it must be noted that Chibelushi's segmenta-

tion was not automated, but was performed by hand,

the contribution of which is di�cult to predict.

4 Geometric Lip Features

The use of geometric features includes colour transfor-

mations of the image texture to extract inner mouth

contours [2, 20], spatio-temporal gradients to �lter out

lip contours [21] and the use of optical ow to analyze

the dynamics of lip motion [11].

Here we compare the discriminatory properties of two

types of geometric feature. The �rst provides a gross

representation of lips using only three measurements,

area, width and height. The second is an alternative lip

signature, based on lip contours, measured in terms of

normalised angle projections. Essentially both can be

broadly classi�ed under model based techniques.

Blue lip highlighting is used to facilitate the lip ex-

traction process. Importantly, in the context of speaker

recognition, recordings are made over 2 sessions. The

aim here is to simulate a robust lip segmentation algo-

rithm. Extraction using lip highlighted data serves two

purposes:

1. it makes the di�cult task of lip segmentation easier,

2. it provides lip contour variation between sessions

allowing this parameter to be investigated.

Using a blue lip colour model, generated from addi-

tional training data, the original image is processed and

reduced with the aim of retaining only the blue lips. Pix-

els that are not classi�ed as blue are turned to white.

Figure 1 shows an example of some extracted lips.

Figure 1: Examples of extracted lips from one speaker

The reduced image is used to locate the centre point

of the lips, which are assumed to lie on a line intersecting

the lip corners, half way between the image edges. From

this point the distance to the outer lip contour and the

corresponding angle is traced, resulting in an upper and

lower lip signature, �gure 2. Examples are shown in

�gure 2 for upper and lower lips, and it is seen that the

two have di�erent characteristics, particularly over the

central region.
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Figure 2: Signatures of upper and lower lips respectively

These signatures do not require the lip corners to be

aligned horizontally and therefore are invariant to any

head motion in this plane. Transforming the signatures

in to the frequency domain via an FFT allows us to se-

lect the �rst n bins as features. Two types of visual rep-

resentation are selected, the �rst is the FFT magnitude

spectra and the second is the FFT real and imaginary

components.

The question we seek to answer is whether the signa-

tures are useful in the task of recognition and moreover

whether the variation in the lip contours brought about

by the application of blue lipstick will have an adverse

e�ect on speech and speaker recognition. This will pro-

vide a guideline governing the required accuracy of the

lip segmentation algorithm relative to the task in hand



i.e. speech or speaker recognition.

5 Database

Initial experiments are conducted on a small database.

9 persons are chosen from the BT-DAVID audio video

database [22] recorded with lip-highlights and four dig-

its are extracted and processed from 2 separate ses-

sions (to avoid discrimination on the grounds of lip-

highlighting). The digits are chosen according to re-

ported audio speaker recognition performance. The dig-

its 'four' and 'eight' are reported by Yu [23] to give rel-

atively high error rates in the acoustic domain e.g. 46%

in a text dependent task, whereas the digits 'nine' and

'zero' are reported to give excellent speaker recognition

results, approaching 0%. The complementary audio and

visual recordings are digitised at 8kHz and 25 frames

per second, respectively. The facial images are then au-

tomatically segmented and lip pro�les normalised and

extracted. Using this contrasting digit set, the relative

merits of the visual features are assessed.

6 Experiments

We postulate that the �ne detail of the lip contours is

critical for speaker recognition, but not so for speech

recognition. Comparisons are made with Chibelushi [1],

whose visual feature extraction involve accurate hand

segmentation. This method captured the �ne detail

of the lip contours which we suggest is important for

speaker recognition.

Using blue lip data from the same session, a robust

lip segmentation algorithm is simulated, allowing us to

observe the e�ects of only small lip variations. Cross-

digit, visual speaker recognition experiments are per-

formed using test and training data from the same ses-

sion. For example, we train using the digit 'four', and we

test using the remaining digits 'eight','nine' and 'zero'.

The digits are then swapped around and the results are

averaged. Within the session, the blue lipstick is only

applied once to each speaker and therefore it is assumed

that variations in the lip contour signatures are at a min-

imum. The features can therefore be assessed according

to their discriminatory properties and not judged by the

performance of the lip segmentation. Complimentary

cross-speaker, speech recognition experiments are also

performed.

For comparison purposes, a less accurate lip segmen-

tation algorithm is simulated by performing recognition

on test and training data from separate session. Here,

the blue lipstick has been applied in approximately the

same manner on two separate occasions. The natural

variations in the lip contour are unavoidably introduced

in to the features.

As stated previously, lip features are formed via an

FFT of the upper and lower lip pro�le signatures.

The visual features include the magnitude spectra, the

real and imaginary components and also basic geomet-

ric area, width and height measurements. These are

compared against one another and with standard mel-

frequency cepstral coe�cients (mfcc). The classi�er is a

simple nearest-neighbor system based on euclidean dis-

tances. Equivalent audio speech and speaker recognition

experiments are also performed for relative comparison

purposes.

7 Results and Conclusions

Visual Feature Same session Di�erent session

Area,width,height 70.7% 69.5%

FFT magnitude 71.6% 71.9%

FFT Real and Imaginary 72.3% 70.5%

Area/FFT Magnitude 71.6% 68.6%

Area/FFT Real and Imaginary 71.1% 66.4%

Table 1: Cross-speaker visual speech recognition error

rates

Visual Feature Same session Di�erent session

Area,width,height 32.8% 69.9%

FFT magnitude 44.4% 68.1%

FFT Real and Imaginary 42.6% 69.4%

Area/FFT Magnitude 27.3% 63.4%

Area/FFT Real and Imaginary 26.3% 64.8%

Table 2: Cross-digit visual speaker recognition error

rates

Tables 1 and 2 show cross digit and cross speaker vi-

sual recognition error rates using data from the same

and di�erent sessions. The drop in recognition due to

separate sessions is an indication of lip feature variation.

This is likely to be caused by a variation in the applica-

tion of the blue lipstick. From the contrasting speaker

recognition results across sessions, 26% to 65%, we can

postulate that visual speaker recognition features are

very sensitive to slight variations. Conversely, it can be

concluded that the same variation does not meaning-

fully e�ect the speech recognition results 68% to 70%,

which are predictably almost the same. Using a combi-

nation of simple geometric measurements (area, width

etc.) and parameters from parabolic curves, Chibelushi

[1] achieved speaker recognition scores of 4.5% with 1

version training. The same features only managed at

best 51% for visual speech recognition with 1 version

training. These results show how important the �ne

detail of the lips is for good speaker recognition perfor-

mance. However, for speech recognition, there is little

point in utilising the �ne detail of the lips as gross detail

appears to provide much the same information.

Table 2 clearly shows that the best visual speaker fea-

ture is a combination of the �ne lip contour detail pro-

vided by the FFT real and imaginary components and

a gross representation provided by the area, width and

height, giving a best result of 26.3% error. For speech



Audio Feature Same session Di�erent session

14th order mfcc 24.2% 24.5%

Table 3: Cross-speaker audio speech recognition error

rates

Audio Feature Same session Di�erent session

14th order mfcc 63.4% 76.8%

Table 4: Cross-digit audio speaker recognition error

rates

recognition, the gross detail from the area features has

a marginal advantage over the lip signatures.

With regards to speaker recognition, tables 2 and 4

show the clear advantage of visual features, 26.3% over

audio features, 63.4%, for this cross-digit case. Futher-

more it would appear that cross-session visual perfor-

mance, 63.4% is also superior to the complimentary au-

dio case, 76.8%. Conversely, tables 1 and 3 highlight the

advantages of audio features, 24.2% over visual features,

66.4% for cross-speaker speech recognition.
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